
3,000 LB RETRACTABLE RATCHET STRAP

WARNING

IF YOU EXPERIENCE ANY PROBLEMS WITH YOUR SMARTSTRAPS PRODUCT DO NOT  
RETURN THE UNIT TO THE RETAILER FROM WHICH IT WAS PURCHASED. INSTEAD,  
PLEASE CALL 1-844-295-9218 FOR ASSISTANCE WITH ANY PROBLEMS. WARRANTY  
INFORMATION  IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST AND CAN BE FOUND ONLINE AT 
SMARTSTRAPS.COM.

WINSTON PRODUCTS COMPANY
SMARTSTRAPS.COM

WINSTON PRODUCTS, LLC.
30339 DIAMOND PARKWAY

CLEVELAND, OH 44139

      WARNING: Read and observe all warnings, instructions, and capacity limitations before using this product. Failure to comply with this 
warning and the associated instructions and capacity limitations may result in serious personal injury and/or significant property damage.

1. The safe working load limit for this product is 1/3 the breaking strength. The safe working load limit for this product is  
  1000 lb (454 kg). DO NOT exceed the safe working load limit.
 
2. The working load on this product while in use may greatly exceed the working load on this product when the cargo was initially   
  secured. Load shifting, wind forces, vehicle acceleration and vehicle deceleration can significantly increase the working load on this   
  product. At no point in time should the safe working load limit of 1000 lb (454 kg) be exceeded.
 
3.  Cargo can shift and settle. Check cargo and ratchet strap after the first 10 miles (16 km) of travel and every 50 miles (80 km) of  
  travel thereafter.
 
4.  Attachment points must be of sufficient strength to hold the load while this product is in use.
 
5.  Extreme caution should be used while using this product. DO NOT stand in the path of a tensioned strap or the cargo that 
  it is securing. The ratchet strap may snap back with considerable force causing serious injury or death.

6.  Protect this product from sharp edges, hot surfaces, chemicals, or other conditions that would damage the webbing, the sewing   
  or the hardware.
 
7.  Inspect ratchet strap prior to each use. DO NOT USE the ratchet strap if the webbing, the sewing, or the hardware shows any signs   
  of damage including but not limited to: cuts, corrosion, abrasions of fibers, fraying, melting, burns, deformation or any type  
  of alteration.
 
8.  DO NOT use for towing, lifting, or personal restraint.
 
9.  Winston Products, LLC is not responsible for the attachment or the installation of this product. Winston Products, LLC is not liable   
  for damages and/or injuries that are the result of improper use attachment or product deterioration.
 
10. Any and all warranties, explicit or implied, are void if product is damaged or worn.

SAFE WORKING 
LOAD LIMIT
1000 lb (454 kg)
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